A foundation to a company’s commitment to quality starts with NSF International’s GMP Registration for Dietary Supplements, one of the most respected GMP Registration programs in the industry.

What does it take for a company to achieve NSF GMP Registration? The process consists of 5 easy steps:

1. Once a company has decided to seek NSF GMP Registration, NSF sets up an initial audit at its facility.

2. An NSF auditor conducts a thorough on-site audit, including review of SOP’s, quality systems, equipment, training records and more, noting any non-conformances to be addressed for compliance.

3. The company submits corrective action plans to NSF’s technical review team to meet compliance.

4. Once all corrective actions are approved, the facility will become NSF GMP Registered and appear in NSF’s official online public listings at nsf.org.

5. The company must then maintain its NSF GMP Registration with a monitoring audit, taking place twice annually.

When you know a company is NSF GMP Registered, you can be confident of its commitment to one of the highest levels of quality!